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Introduction

Thanks for buying Windows 7 Portable Command Guide. I’d love to say that this
book was my idea, but the real credit goes to Scott Empson, who originally developed
the vision of this book with Cisco certifications. I’ve worked with Scott and Pearson
Publishing to help bring the same type of books he created for Cisco products to professionals working on Microsoft products. Scott’s vision started with the idea that many IT
professionals who have already learned the theory still sometimes need help remembering how to implement it.
The book doesn’t go into depth teaching these concepts. The idea is that you already
understand them. Instead, the goal is to provide enough information to help you
remember what you can do and how to do it in a small, portable, and useful journal,
not an encyclopedic-sized volume. However, even if a concept is new to you, there’s
enough information for you to start typing at the command prompt to gain a better
understanding.
As an example, you probably know that you can refresh Group Policy from the command prompt, but you might not always remember the exact command is gpupdate /
force. You might remember that sysprep is used to prepare a computer for imaging, but
you might not always remember that the full command is sysprep /oobe /generalize.
In other words, you know the theory behind why you’d update Group Policy, and why
you’d run sysprep, but you might not always remember the syntax. This book is a ready
reference of useful commands and procedures with clear-cut examples. It shows the
exact syntax of many of the commands needed for administrative tasks performed regularly by Windows 7 administrators.
I started the outline of this book by ensuring that command-prompt commands covered
by the Microsoft Certified Information Technology Professional (MCITP) certifications on Windows 7 were included. This includes the 70-680 and 70-685 exams for the
MCITP: Enterprise Desktop Support Technician 7 certification, and the 70-680 and
70-686 exams for the MCITP: Enterprise Desktop Administrator 7 certification. I then
added the commands I’ve found valuable in my day-to-day work on networks and from
classroom teaching.
Many IT professionals use an engineering journal to help them remember key information needed on the job. It might include specific commands that they sometimes forget,
IP addressing schemes used on their networks, steps for important maintenance tasks
that are performed infrequently, or anything else they want to easily recall by looking at
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the journal. If you already have an engineering journal of your own, you can add this as
a Windows 7 addendum. If you don’t have one, you can start with this book. It includes
the same “Create Your Own Journal Here” appendix that Scott uses in the Cisco series.
These are blank pages you can use to add your own notes and make this your journal,
not mine.

Command Syntax Conventions
The conventions used to present command syntax in this book are as follows:
n

Boldface indicates syntax that is entered literally as shown.

n

Italic indicates syntax for which you supply actual values.

n

Vertical bars (|) separate alternative, mutually exclusive choices.

n

Square brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional element.

n

Braces ({ }) indicate a required choice.

This page intentionally left blank

chapter 12

Configuring Windows 7 Using
Basic Troubleshooting Tools

This chapter provides information and commands concerning the following topics:
n

		Identifying the system name with hostname

n

		Verifying core system files with sfc

n

		Checking digital signatures with sigverif

n

		Viewing active tasks with tasklist

n

		Terminating processes with taskkill

n

		Viewing installed drivers with driverquery

Identifying the System Name with hostname
There are times when you simply want to know the name of the system you’re working on. One of the easiest ways to determine this from the command prompt is with the
hostname command as follows:
c:\>hostname

The hostname command doesn’t have any switches.

Verifying Core System Files with sfc
The sfc tool can be used to check the integrity of all protected system files and registry
keys. If any of the files have been modified or corrupted, it can replace them with the
correct version of the file. The basic syntax of the command is
sfc /scannow
TIP:  Knowledge base article 929833 provides some additional information on the
System File Checker, including some other uses. You can check it out here:
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/929833.

Malicious software often attempts to modify system files. If it succeeds, the malware
may have extensive control over the system. The sfc utility can be very useful in repairing system files that have been corrupted by malware. While some files can be repaired
using the internal protected source files, you may be prompted to provide the installation
DVD to restore system files.
NOTE:  You can view the results of a scan in the cbs.log file, which is located in the

%windir%\Logs\CBS folder.
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The sfc command must be run from an elevated command prompt.
There are several switches that can be used with the sfc command, as shown in the following table.
Command

Description

/scannow
C:\>sfc /scannow

The /scannow switch initiates a full
check of all the system resources. It
checks the integrity of the resources
and repairs problems when possible.
This check does take some time.

/verifyonly
C:\>sfc /verifyonly

This is similar to the /scannow
switch but doesn’t attempt repairs.
It only scans the files and reports
any issues. If it finds problems, it
reports the following:
Windows Resource Protection
found integrity violations. Details
are included in the CBS.Log windir\
Logs\CBS\CBS.log. For example
C:\Windows\Logs\CBS\CBS.log.

/scanfile
sfc /scanfile=path and filename
C:\>sfc /scanfile=c:\windows\system32
\kernel32.dll

You can scan specific files and
check for integrity problems on
these specific files. Just as the /
scannow switch repairs any detected problems, the /scanfile switch
repairs the file if problems are
identified. You must specify the full
path to the file.
NOTE: You cannot include spaces

before or after the = sign in this command. In other words, this command
will not work: sfc /scanfile = path.
/verifyfile
sfc /verifyfile=path and filename
C:\>sfc /verifyfile=c:\windows\system32
\kernel32.dll

The /verifyfile switch checks specific files for integrity problems
and reports the results. It does not
attempt a repair. You must specify
the full path to the file.
NOTE: You cannot include spaces

before or after the = sign in this command. In other words, this command
will not work: sfc /verifyfile = path.
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/offbootdir
/offwindir
sfc /scannow /offbootdir=driveletter :\
/offwindir=drive letter and folder
C:\>sfc /scannow /offbootdir=d:\
/offwindir=d:\windows

You can also scan an offline
instance of Windows. In other
words, if you have a dual-boot system, you can boot into one system
and scan the other system. The
/offbootdir switch specifies
the offline drive and the
/offwindir switch specifies the
offline Windows folder.
These switches are used in conjunction with other switches, such as
the /scannow switch shown in the
example.
NOTE: You cannot include spaces
before or after the = sign in this
command.

Checking Digital Signatures with sigverif
The sigverif command launches the File Signature Verification tool, which can detect
which files have been digitally signed and which files are not digitally signed. The syntax is
sigverif

There aren’t any switches used with sigverif. Instead, it launches the graphical user
interface shown in Figure 12-1. You can then run the tool by clicking Start.

Figure 12-1  The File Signature Verification Tool

If all the files are digitally signed, a dialog box appears indicating “Your files have been
scanned and verified as digitally signed.” If any of the files are not digitally signed,
you’ll see a dialog box indicating which files are not digitally signed. The most common
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files you’re likely to see that are not digitally signed are those related to display drivers
because they are often newer. The display shows the name of the files, the path, the file
type, and the version.
Figure 12-2 shows the logging options for sigverif. You can view this screen by clicking Advanced. It enables you to view the results of sigverif scans by clicking the View
Log button. The sigverif.txt log file is located in the %systemdrive%\Users\Public\
Documents folder.

Figure 12-2  File Signature Verification Logging Options

TIP:  sigverif can’t be run exclusively from the command line. However, Microsoft has
a free download available called sigcheck that was written by Mark Russinovich at
Sysinternals. You can get it from http://technet.microsoft.com/bb897441.aspx. After
you download and extract it, you can execute it from the command line. For example,
you could use the following command to check for unsigned files in the system32
folder and log the results into a file named sigcheck.txt: sigcheck -u c:\windows\
system32 > sigcheck.txt.

You can also identify signed and unsigned drivers using the driverquery /si command,
as shown later in this chapter. This command lists all drivers with an IsSigned column
indicating True or False.

Viewing Active Tasks with tasklist
You’ve probably used Task Manager to view a list of active tasks running on a system.
You can also use the tasklist command to view a list of running tasks. The basic syntax
is
tasklist

The output includes the tasks identified with their image name, process ID (PID), session
name, session number, and memory usage. The following text shows partial output. Note
that the system refers to the running tasks as images (under the column Image Name).
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Image Name

PID

Session Name

Session#

Mem Usage

==============

====

============

=========

============

System Idle Proc

0

Services

0

24 K

System

4

Services

0

3,592 K

smss.exe

288

Services

0

724 K

csrss.exe

440

Services

0

3,104 K

wininit.exe

500

Services

0

1,760 K

csrss.exe

536

RDP-Tcp#0

1

11,720 K

services.exe

560

Services

0

6,552 K

lsass.exe

576

Services

0

10,160 K

. . .

You have several different options that you can use with the tasklist command, as
shown in the following table.
Command

Description

/m [module name]
C:/>tasklist /m
C:/>tasklist /m ntdll.dll

You can use the /m switch to determine
what DLL modules are being used by the
different tasks. When you omit the module name, all of the tasks are listed, and
if any of the tasks are using modules, the
modules are also included.
You can also specify the module to
determine which tasks are using the specific DLL module.

/svc
C:/>tasklist /svc

You can list all of the associated services
(if any) that are running to support each
task in the task list.

/fi
tasklist /svc /fi "imagename eq
taskname"
C:\>tasklist /svc /fi "imagename eq
svchost.exe"

You can use the /fi switch to filter the
output. The filter options are explored
in greater depth later in this section, but
this example might be useful. It’s common to have multiple instances of the
svchost process running, and you might
want to know what services are related
to the process.
You can combine the /svc switch with
/fi switch to show specifically what services are running for each instance of the
svchost task.

/v
C:\>tasklist /v

The /v switch (verbose) will give you
more detailed task information. It cannot
be combined with the /m or /svc options.
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/fo
tasklist /fo table | list | csv
C:\>tasklist /fo list
C:\>tasklist /fo csv > c:\data\
tasks.csv

You can use the /fo switch to change the
format of the output. The default format
is table. The comma-separated value
(csv) format can be combined with the
redirect symbol (>) to create a file that
can easily be viewed using Microsoft
Excel.

/nh
C:\>tasklist /fo csv /nh

The /nh switch suppresses headers in the
output. It is only valid when used with
the table or csv outputs because the list
output does not use headers.

/s
/u
/p
tasklist /s system /u user /p
password
C:/>tasklist /s dc1 /u pearson\
administrator /p P@ssw0rd

You can use the /s switch to run the
command on a different computer.
You’ll also need to specify the username
and password of an account that has permissions on the remote system.
In the example, the command is run on
the computer named dc1 in the pearson
domain with the administrator account.

The tasklist /svc /fi “imagename eq svchost.exe” command shown in the preceding
table can be used to only show services with an image name of svchost.exe. However,
you have several additional options you can use to filter the output. These filters use the
following operators:
n

		eq: Equal

n

		ne: Not equal

n

		gt: Greater than

n

lt: Less than

n

		ge: Greater than or equal to

n

		le: Less than or equal to

TIP:  When using filters, you need to enclose the entire filter comparison in quotes. In
other words, this will work:

c:\>tasklist /fi "status eq Running"

However, this command will result in an error:
c:\>tasklist /fi status eq Running

The following table shows some examples using different operators.
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Filter Name

Valid Operators

Valid Values

status
tasklist /fi "status eq
running | not responding | unknown "
C:\>tasklist /fi "status
eq not responding"

eq, ne

You can use a status of running,
not responding, or unknown.

imagename
tasklist /svc /fi
"imagename eq task
name"
C:\>tasklist /svc /fi
"imagename eq
svchost.exe"

eq, ne

The imagename is the valid
name of a task or image in the
list.

pid
tasklist /fi "pid gt
###"
C:\>tasklist /fi "pid gt
100"

eq, ne, gt, lt, ge, le

The process ID (PID) can be
any number between 0 and
999,999,999. The actual PID can
be identified from the tasklist
output.

session
tasklist /fi "session
ge #"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"session ge 1"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"session eq 0"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"session eq 1"

eq, ne, gt, lt, ge, le

The number for the session can
be used.

sessionname
tasklist /fi "sessionname ne session name"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"sessionname ne
services"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"sessionname ne
console"

eq, ne

You can enter the session name.
Two common session names are
services and console. Remote
desktop sessions are numbered
as RDP-Tcp#x, with the first
remote session identified as
RDP-Tcp#0. The example will
show all non-services sessions.

cputime
tasklist /fi "cputime gt
HH:MM:SS"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"cputime gt 01:00:00"

eq, ne, gt, lt, ge, le

The CPU time is in the format
of HH:MM:SS. Hours (HH) can
be any positive value. Minutes
(MM) and seconds (SS) can be
any value between 0 and 59.

Session 0 is the services session.
Session 1 is the console session.
Other sessions are from remote
desktop sessions.
The example will show all nonservices sessions.
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memusage
tasklist /fi "memusage
gt xxxx"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"memusage gt 10240"

eq, ne, gt, lt, ge, le

The memory usage enables you
to view processes using specific
amounts of memory expressed in
KB. The example will show any
processes using more than 10
MB of memory.

username
tasklist /fi "username
eq username"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"username eq darril"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"username eq n/a"

eq, ne

You can view processes being
run by specific users with the
username filter. The username
value doesn’t normally show up
unless you use the /v switch. In
the first example, it will show
all the services run by the user
darril, and the second example
shows the services running without a username.

services
tasklist /fi "services
eq servicename"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"services eq wsearch"

eq, ne

You can search for tasks that are
running specific services with
the services filter. The example
will show any services that are
running the wsearch service (the
searchindexer.exe task).

modules
tasklist /fi "modules eq
module name"
C:\>tasklist /fi
"modules eq ntdll.dll"

eq, ne

The modules filter enables you
to search for any tasks using
specific modules. The example
will list all the services using the
ntdll.dll module.

Terminating Processes with taskkill
The taskkill command can be used to terminate a running process using its process ID
(PID) or image name. You can use taskkill to terminate processes on the local system or
remote system. The basic syntax is
taskkill /pid processID

or
taskkill /im imagename
NOTE:  If there are multiple instances of the process, the command terminates all

instances matching the imagename parameter in the /im switch. However, if the /pid
switch is used it terminates only the process matching the processID. For example, if
you have two instances of Notepad running, both will be terminated with tasklist /im
notepad.exe.
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The following table shows how to use some of these switches. An easy process to test
these commands is Notepad. You can launch Notepad by entering notepad at the command prompt. You can then use the following command to get the details about it:
tasklist /fi "imagename eq notepad.exe"

You’ll see a result similar to the following output. The PID is 1084 in the listing, but
you will probably have a different PID.
Image Name

PID

Session Name

Session#

Mem Usage

================= ===== =============

=========== ============

notepad.exe

1

1084

Console

4,756 K

Command

Description

/im
taskkill /im task name
C:\>taskkill /im notepad.exe

The /im switch terminates the process
identified by the image name.

/pid
taskkill /pid xxxx
C:\>taskkill / pid 1084

The /pid switch terminates the process
identified by the PID number.

/s
/u
/p
taskkill /s system /u user /p
password /im image name
C:\>taskkill /s dc1 /u pearson\
administrator /p P@ssw0rd /im
notepad.exe

You can use the /s switch to run the command on a different computer. You also
need to specify the username and password
of an account that has permissions on the
remote system.

/f
C:\>taskkill /im notepad.exe /f

If an application has unsaved data, it will
often prompt the user to save the data. You
can use the /f switch to forcefully terminate
the process and override the prompt.

In the example, the command is run on the
computer named dc1 in the pearson domain
with the administrator account.

This parameter is ignored for remote processes; all remote processes are forcefully
terminated.
/t
C:\>taskkill /im notepad.exe /t

If an application has spawned child processes, you can use the /t switch to terminate
the process and any child processes that it
started.

TIP:  You can use the same filters (with the /fi switch) in the taskkill command as you
can use in the tasklist command.
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Viewing Installed Drivers with driverquery
The driverquery command can be used to view a list of installed device drivers and
properties about the drivers. The basic syntax is
driverquery

You can use some additional switches to modify the output, as shown in the following
table.
Command

Description

/v
C:\>driverquery /v > c:\data\
drivers.txt

The /v switch is used to provide verbose
output. This can be very extensive and
isn’t very easy to read from the command prompt. If you redirect it to a text
file, you can read it using Notepad.

/si
C:\>driverquery /si

You can view information on both
signed and unsigned drivers with the /si
switch. You can’t combine the /v and
/si switches.

/fo
driverquery /fo table | list | csv
C:\>driverquery /fo list
C:\>driverquery /fo csv > c:\data\
drivers.csv

You can use the /fo switch to change the
format of the output. The default format
is table. The comma-separated value
(csv) format can be combined with the
redirect symbol (>) to create a file that
can easily be viewed using Microsoft
Excel.

/nh
C:\>driverquery /fo csv /nh

The /nh switch suppresses headers in
the output. It is only valid when used
with the table or csv outputs because
the list output does not use headers.

/s
/u
/p
driverquery /s system /u user /p
password
C:\>driverquery /s dc1 /u pearson\
administrator /p P@ssw0rd

You can use the /s switch to run the
command on a different computer. You
also need to specify the username and
password of an account that has permissions on the remote system.
In the example, the command is run on
the computer named dc1 in the pearson
domain with the administrator account.

